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Chapter I. The question. The result. The method

1.1. Inherent in the definitions of one of the basic concepts in modern

theory of the area of a continuous surface (see bibliography) there is a ques-

tion which this note intends to resolve. The situation will be described pres-

ently. Since the question first comes to light in the first two chapters of the

paper by Rad ó and Reichelderfer titled A theory of absolutely continuous

transformations in the plane—hereinafter cited as R2 UK1)—the reader is re-

quested to consult that paper freely while reading this note. Definitions,

theorems, and—as far as practicable—notations in R2 [l ] will be used in the

sequel.

1.2. Let S denote a bounded point set in the uv-plane. Given a pair of

finite-valued, real-valued functions x(u, v), y(u, v), defined, bounded, and

continuous on S, these determine a bounded continuous transformation

T:x = x(u, v), y = y(u, v), (u, v)Ç.S, from the set S into the xy-plane (cf. R2

[l, 1.8]). For conciseness, complex notation z = x+iy,w = u+iv is introduced,

and Fis written in the form T:z = t(w), w^S, where t(w)=x(u, v)+iy(u, v),

u-\-iv = w(E.S, is finite-valued, complex-valued, bounded, continuous on 5. If

E be any set in the a>-plane, the transformation T associates with each point

I in the z-plane a crude multiplicity with respect to E, N(%, T, E), defined

to be the number (possibly + ») of distinct points to in the set E-T~l(i),

where F-1(ä) denotes the set of all points to in 5 for which ¿(to) =3 (cf. R2 [l,

1.10, 1.8]).
1.3. Using the crude multiplicity, Banach [l] and Schauder [l] have de-

veloped a beautiful, though restrictive, theory of continuous transformations,

which has been completed in many respects by Radó [2 ]. But the crude multi-

plicity has been found to be generally too large to play an effective role in

modern theory of the area. A study of the works of Geöcze led Radó to the

idea of replacing the crude multiplicity by a generally smaller multiplicity

(see Radó [l]), which has come to be known as the essential multiplicity.

1.4. The intuitive idea of the essential multiplicity is embodied in the fol-

lowing statement.

Definition. Let T:z = t(w), w(E.S, be a bounded continuous transforma-
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tion. Assume E is any set in the w-plane, and 3 is any point in the z-plane. The

e-multiplicity eN(\, T, E) of 3 under the transformation T with respect to the

set E is defined as follows. eN(i, T, E) has the finite, nonnegative, integral

value k if these conditions are fulfilled: (i) for every positive number e there

exists a bounded continuous transformation Tf:z = tf(w), wÇ.S, whose dis-

tance p(Tf, T, S) from T on S (see R2 [l, 1.9]) is less than e, and for which

the crude multiplicity N(%, Tt, E) is equal to k; (ii) there exists a positive

number ¿" such that every bounded continuous transformation T*:z = t*(w),

w£S, whose distance p(T*, T, S) from Pon S is less than f, has a crude multi-

plicity N(i, P*, E) not less than k. eN(i, T, E) has the value + 00 if to every

positive integer k there corresponds a positive number 8 = 8(k) such that every

bounded continuous transformation T*:z = t*(w), w£.S, whose distance

p(T*, T, S) from T on S is less than 5, has a crude multiplicity N(%, P*, E)

not less than k.

1.5. In the literature on surface area and continuous transformations thus

far, one of two types of bounded sets 5 generally serves as the range of defini-

tion for a continuous transformation : (i) a bounded finitely connected Jordan

region 9t (see R2 [l, 1.11 ]) ; (ii) a bounded domain <D—that is, a bounded

connected open set (see R2 [l, 1.13]). Moreover, the set E of 1.4 is restricted

to be one of these two types of sets in defining the essential multiplicity

(see R2 [l, 1.12, 1.13]). But the definitions of the essential multiplicity in the

literature are not the one stated in 1.4; the relation between these definitions

is to be examined presently.

1.6. First, let T:z = t(w), w£3î, be any (bounded) continuous transforma-

tion, where 9Î is a bounded, finitely-connected Jordan region. The reader will

readily verify that, for every point 3 in the z-plane, the essential multiplicity

«(3, T, 9Î) defined in R2 [l, 1.11, 1.12] has the same value as the e-multiplicity

eN(i, T, 3Î) defined in 1.4. In other words, the definition in 1.4 is an equiva-

lent definition for the essential multiplicity in this case.

1.7. Next, let T:z = t(w), w£D, be any bounded continuous transforma-

tion, where D is a bounded domain. For any point 3 in the z-plane, the essen-

tial multiplicity k(i, T, D) is defined as follows (see R2 [l, 1.13]). Choose

any sequence of finitely-connected Jordan regions 9în which fill up D from

the interior. Denote by Pn the continuous transformation Tn:z = tn(w) =t(w),

w£9î„. Then k(j, P„, 9î„) converges, the limit being possibly + 0° ; this limit

is independent of the choice of the sequence of Jordan regions 9î„ which fill

up O from the interior, and is defined to be k(j, P, D). Now k(j, P„, 9Î„) is

equal to eN(%, P„, 9Î„) by 1.6, and it is clear from 1.4 that eN(i, P„, 9î„) does

not exceed eN(%, T, D). Thus k(¿, P, D) is never greater than eN(¡, T, O).

Excepting the case when /c(j, P, €>) is infinite, it is by no means obvious that

k(j, P, D) has the same value as eN(i, T, D).

1.8. Thus the question with which this note is concerned may be phrased

as follows (see 1.6).
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Question. Let D be a bounded domain in the w-plane. Given a bounded

continuous transformation T:z = t(w), iíi£D, consider any point 3 in the

z-plane. Is the essential multiplicity k(j, T, D) equal to the e-multiplicity

eN(i, T, D) defined in 1.4? In other words, do the definitions for essential

multiplicity used in the literature differ merely in form, or are two basically

different concepts involved?

1.9. In the literature the following characterization theorems are estab-

lished, (a) Assume T:z = t(w), w£9î, is a (bounded) continuous transforma-

tion, where the range of definition is a bounded finitely connected Jordan

region 8Î; for each point 3 in the z-plane, the essential multiplicity k(j, F, SR)

is equal to the number of distinct essential maximal model continua of 3 under

Fin the interior SR° of 9Î (see R2 [l, 2.6]). (ß) Assume T:z = t(w), w£€>, isa

bounded continuous transformation, where the range of definition is a

bounded domain D; for each point j in the z-plane, the essential multiplicity

k(3, T, O) is equal to the number of distinct essential maximal model continua

of 3 under F in D (see R2 [l, 1.17]).

1.10. In view of the definition in 1.4 and the characterization theorem in

1.9, it is clear that the question in 1.8 may be put in the following equivalent

form (see 1.7).

Question. Let D be a bounded domain in the w-plane. Given a bounded

continuous transformation T:z = t(w), »GO, if 3 is a point in the z-plane

which has exactly k distinct essential maximal model continua under T in O,

does there exist, for every positive number e, a bounded continuous trans-

formation Tf:z = tf(w), w£D, whose distance p(Tt, T, D) from Fon D is less

than 6, and for which the crude multiplicity iV(j, Tf, *D) is exactly ¿?

1.11. It is the main purpose of this note to answer the questions raised in

1.8 and 1.10 affirmatively by proving the following result.

Theorem. Let D be a bounded domain in the w-plane. Given a bounded con-

tinuous transformation T:z = t(w), »GD, let 3 be any point in the z-plane and

e any positive number. There exists a bounded continuous transformation

Tt:z = tf(w), w£<D, such that the distance p(Tf, T, G) is less than e and the

number of models of 3 under Tf in £> is equal to the number of essential maximal

model continua for 3 under T in O—that is, eN(i, T, D) =k(%, T, D).

1.12. Another way of putting the matter will be instructive. Retain the

assumptions and notations of 1.7. Suppose «(3, F, D) has the finite value ¿.

Given a positive number e, let Kn denote the class of all bounded continuous

transformations F*:z = /*(w), w£5, where the range of definition S contains

9în, for which the distance p(T*, F„, 3f„) is less than e and the crude multiplic-

ity iV(3, F*, 9în) is exactly ¿. No Kn is empty (see 1.6). It is to be shown that

there is a continuous transformation Tf belonging to Kn for every integer ».

1.13. In chapter II, two important tools are developed for making a proof

of the theorem in 1.11. There is a process for welding two continuous trans-
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formations together under suitable conditions; for a precise statement of this

process, the reader may consult 2.11. A method for approximating to a con-

tinuous transformation by a quasi-polyhedral transformation (see 2.13) is

then developed (see 2.14, 2.16). Similar approximations have been used in

the literature (see R2 [l, footnote 30], for example), but not in a form suffi-

ciently refined for the purpose needed here.

1.14. The components a of P-1(i) are of two types (see 3.1) : (i) a may be

a continuum—a closed connected set in D; (ii) a may not be a continuum, in

which case its closure contains a point not in D. Components of the first type

are immersed in connected open sets g in D whose boundaries contain no

points of P_1(ä) and whose images under T lie arbitrarily close to 3 (see 3.2,

3.3). Inside each g the transformation P is modified slightly in a continuous

way so that 3 has at most one model in g under the modified transformation,

and if it has a model under the modified transformation in g, then 3 has an

essential maximal model continuum under P in g (see 3.8). A first modifica-

tion Tf of P results, as described in chapter III, in which all the components

of T~l(i) of the first type are replaced by a number of isolated points in

Tfl(l) not exceeding the number of essential maximal model continua for 3

under P in O, while the components of Tf1^) of the second type are identical

with the components of the second type of P-1(3). The reader may inspect

3.13 for a more detailed statement of this result.

1.15. In chapter IV, attention is restricted to a point 3 for which all the

components a of P-1(?) are of the second type (see 1.14). It is proven that

there are continuous transformations Tt arbitrarily close to P such that 3 has

no models under Tf in D (see 4.65). The idea behind the proof is simple. Con-

sider, for a moment, a continuous transformation P*:z = /*(w), wGÎÎ, where

the range of definition is a finitely connected Jordan region $R. If <r* is any

component of P*1^) which meets the boundary of 9Î, then P* may be modi-

fied slightly in a neighborhood of <r* so that 3 has no models under the modi-

fied transformation in a vicinity of cr* (cf. 1.6). If one chooses a sequence

of finitely-connected Jordan regions 9î„ which fill up D from the interior, one

may hope to apply this technique to each transformation Tn:z = tn(w)=t(w),

wG9î„, in turn, to obtain a sequence of modified transformations converging

to a transformation Tf on D under which 3 has no models in <D. This is the

idea in chapter IV, but care must be exercised, for a component a of P_1(î)

of the second type may meander in and out of a Jordan region 9Î in £).

1.16. In chapter V, the results of chapters II, III, IV are synthesized to

make a proof for the theorem in 1.11.

1.17. In addition to notations used in R2 [l], the following are adopted in

the sequel. Let E be any set in the w-plane. Then QE will denote the comple-

ment of E—that is, the set of all points w which are not in E. The set of all

points which either belong to E or are limit points of E—that is, the closure

of E—will be indicated by CE. The frontier of E, CECQE, will be repre-
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sented by fr E; the interior of E, QCQE, will be denoted by E°. Uf(w) be any

finite-valued, complex-valued function defined on E, then M(f, E) will de-

note the least upper bound of \f(w) | for w in E, and m(f, E) will denote the

greatest lower bound of \f(w) \ for w in E. If 5 be any positive number, then

0(è, f, E) will denote the least upper bound of \f(w')—f(w")\ for points

w', w" in E such that | w'— w"\ does not exceed 5 (cf. R2 [l, 2.3]). Finally,

|f| will denote the exterior measure of the set E.

Chapter IL A welding process. An approximation lemma

2.1.. A directed line segment in the w-plane with first end point a and sec-

ond end point b will be denoted by ab. If ab and AB are two directed line

segments, then A, or A(a, b, A, B), will denote the greater of the distances

\A —a\ and {B — b\. In case the lines to which ab and AB belong are parallel

and at a distance S from each other, it is clear that A is not less than ô; also

A and 5 are equal if and only if ab and AB have the same direction and each is

the orthogonal projection of the other.

2.2. Suppose that ab and AB are directed line segments belonging to two

distinct parallel lines and having the same direction. Then the two lines de-

termined by the points a, A and b, B respectively are distinct and have exactly

one point 0 in common, which will be the point at infinity if these lines are

parallel, and which does not lie in the closed trapezoid abBA. A correspond-

ence E between points p on ab and points P on AB is defined as follows:

pdiP if and only if the line determined by p and P passes through 0. It is

readily seen that this correspondence S has the following properties: (a) a&A,

MSF; (ß) ß is biunique and bicontinuous, hence topological; (7) if p&P then

IP — p\ does not exceed A; (h) if w is any point in the closed trapezoid abBA

there is uniquely determined a point p on ab and a point P on AB such that

p&P and w lies on the line segment pP. In particular, if w is on ab then w and p

coincide, while if w is on AB then w and P coincide.

2.3. In the sequel p, or ty, will be the generic symbol for a nondegenerate

simple closed polygon in the w-plane. A line segment in p which is a proper

subset of no other line segment in p is termed a side of p. Two sides of p either

have no points in common, or an end point in common—in the latter case the

sides are said to be adjacent and their common end point is termed a vertex

of p. Every vertex of p is the common end point of exactly two sides—these

sides are adjacent and not parallel. The number of vertices of p is equal to

the number of sides of p. If every side of p is parallel either to the «-axis or to

the »-axis, then p will be termed an oriented polygon. Of two adjacent sides of

an oriented polygon it is clear that one must be parallel to the «-axis and the

other must be parallel to the f-axis. An oriented polygon has an even number

of sides and vertices. To simplify proofs attention is restricted to oriented

polygons. However, the results to be established presently for oriented poly-

gons may be verified under much more general hypotheses.
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2.4. Suppose that p and 'iß are two oriented polygons in the w-plane satis-

fying the following conditions: (i) p and iß bound a closed polygonal region 3Î

in the w-plane; (ii) p and iß each have the same number » of sides and of ver-

tices; (iii) notations Oi, • • • ,ana.ndAi, ■ ■ ■ , A „for the vertices of p and of iß

respectively may be chosen so that the directed segments a¡-\a¡ and A¡-\A¡

are sides of p and iß respectively and have the same direction for/ between 1

and »—where ao and A o are defined to be an and An respectively; (iv) the line

segments a¡A¡ for/ between 1 and » are contained in 9Î and divide 9Î into

exactly w nonoverlapping simply connected polygonal regions—each of which

is a trapezoid. Let A(p, iß) denote the maximum of A (a j-\a¡, A¡-\,A¡) for/be-

tween 1 and « (see 2.1). A correspondence S between points p on p and points

P on iß is defined as follows: p&P if and only if there exists a/ between 1 and

» such that p belongs to a3-iay and P belongs to A¡-\A¡, and p(&P in the

sense defined in 2.2. It is readily verified that this correspondence (S has the

following properties : (a) a^OlA ¡ for j between 1 and w ; (ß) Ë is biunique and

bicontinuous, hence topological; (7) if p&P then |P — p\ does not exceed

A(p, iß) ; (8) if w is any point in the closed polygonal region dt there is uniquely

determined a point p on p and a point P on $ such that p&P and w lies on the

line segment pP. In particular, if w is on p then w and p coincide, while if w

is on $ then w and P coincide.

2.5. Let iß be any oriented polygon in the w-plane, let S. be any open

set containing iß, and let a be any positive number. Elementary considera-

tions show that there always exists a polygon p in £>,—necessarily oriented—

such that p and iß satisfy the conditions enumerated in 2.4 and A(p, iß) is

less than a. Furthermore, p may be chosen either in the interior of the bounded

region determined by iß or in the exterior of that region.

2.6. Suppose that p and iß are two oriented polygons satisfying the condi-

tions enumerated in 2.4; let 9Î and A(p, iß) have the meanings assigned there.

Assume there is given (i) a single-valued, finite-valued, complex-valued, func-

tion/^), wG9î, defined and continuous in SR and (ii) a function F(w), ai£$,

defined and continuous on iß. For every w in 3Î there is uniquely determined a

point p on p and a point P on iß such that p&P and w lies on the line segment

pP (see 2.4 (5)). Define

I P — w\ I w — p\
gw = f(p)   p     , + f(p)   -     \ > w e si.

\p - p\ \p - p\
It is easy to verify that the function g(w), w£9i, has the following properties:

(a) g is defined, single-valued, finite-valued, complex-valued, continuous in 3Î;

(ß) ¿reduces to/on p; (7) g reduces to Fon iß; (8) M(g—f, 9î) does not exceed

M(F-f, $) + 0[A(p, y),f, m] (see 1.17).   _
2.7. Now let D be any bounded domain in the w-plane, and suppose iß

is any oriented (simple closed) polygon in ©—the interior of iß need not lie

in O. Then iß divides D into two domains and constitutes part of the bound-
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ary of each (see Newman [l, V])—let (^ denote either one of these. Assume

there is given (i) a function/(w), w£iÇ+ty, defined and continuous in Ç+ty,

(ii) a function F(w), to£$, defined and continuous on *$, (iii) a complex con-

stant 3 such that m(F— 3, $) exceeds M(F—f, <$) (see 1.17), and (iv) a positive

constant e. Since condition (iii) implies that / does not take on the value 3

on ^3, an open set ÜJ,containing ^ may be chosen in D so that/is different from

3 in ÇQ. Let ô denote the smaller of the positive constants e and m(F—3, ^3)

— M(F—f, 'iß). In view of the uniform continuity of the continuous function/

on any closed set in Ç-\-ty, there follows the existence of a positive constant

a such that, if E is any set in Ç+ty each point of which is within a of some

point on $, then 0[<r,f, E] is less than 8. From 2.5 it follows that there exists

an oriented polygon p in C^such that p and ty satisfy the conditions enumer-

ated in 2.4, dt is contained in §., and A(p, *$) is less than a. Clearly

0[A(p, $),/, 8î] is less than 5. Consider the function g(w), w(E9î, defined in

2.6; in addition to the properties (a)-(ô) listed there, it is easily seen to satisfy

the following conditions: (£) M(g-f, 9Î) is less than M(F-f, $) + e; (n)

m(i~h 9Î) is not less than the positive constant

m(F - 3, $) - M(F -/, $) - 0[A(p, <ß),/, ïït];

consequently g does not assume the value 3 on St.

2.8. Given a bounded finitely-connected Jordan region 9Î in the w-plane,

8Î is termed a polygonal region if each boundary curve of 3i is a nondegener-

ate simple closed polygon (see 2.3). If, moreover, each boundary curve of SR

is an oriented polygon, then 3Î is termed an oriented polygonal region.

2.9. Again, let D be any bounded domain in the w-plane, and suppose

that 9Î is any finitely-connected oriented polygonal region in O. Assume there

is given (i) a bounded continuous transformation T:z = t(w), w£O(j?3í0 (see

1.2, 1.17), (ii) a continuous transformation T*:z = t*(w), w£$R, (iii) a com-

plex constant 3 such that m(t*-z, 9î(j?$R0) exceeds M(t*—t, dt^St"), and (iv) a

positive constant e. Since condition (iii) implies that t does not take on the

value 3 on 9î(2?3î0, an open set il containing 9Í may be chosen in D so that t is

different from 3 in ¿IQW. In view of 2.5-2.7 it is clear that there exists an

oriented polygonal region r in Í) containing 9Î in its interior r° and such that

ïQSt0 is contained in ii, and a function g(w), wCzxQSR0, which satisfies the fol-

lowing conditions: (a) g is defined, single-valued, finite-valued, complex-

valued, continuous in tQSt0; (ß) g reduces to t on tQv°; (y) g reduces to t* on

9t(*R°; (Ô) M(g-t, xCdt") is less than M(t*-t, $R(*R°) + e; (e) g does not as-

sume the value 3 on r(39?°.

2.10. Retain the assumptions and conclusions of 2.9. Define

l*(w), w G 9Î,

g(w),       we test0, we<D,

J(w), wGOQx".

F*:    z = /* w) =
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Evidently the transformation P* possesses the following properties: (a) T* is

a bounded continuous transformation in D; (ß) J1* is identical with P* in $R;

(7) P* is identical with P in <DQSl; (8) p(T*, T, D£3i0) is less than

p(T*, T, 3tfj?$R°) + e (see R2 [l, 1.9]), (e) P*(^9î0) does not contain 3. For

brevity, the transformation P* is termed a weld of the transformation P*

in 9t to the transformation P outside the open set ^, containing 9Î with a

tolerance of e and the exclusion of the value 3 in P*(i£(?3?0). Of course, T* is

not unique.

2.11. The preceding results are summarized in this statement.

Welding lemma. Let *D be any bounded domain in the w-plane; suppose

that dt is any finitely connected oriented polygonal region in O, and e is any posi-

tive constant. Assume there is given a bounded continuous transformation

T:z = t(w), w£D(39î0, and a continuous transformation T*:z = t*(w), w£$R.

Let 3 be any point for which m(t*~i, fô£3î0) exceeds M(t*-t, 9t(*R°). Then an

open set i£ containing $R may always be chosen in O so that P(^.C9î0) does not

contain 3. There exists a weld P* of T* in dttoT outside of Q with a tolerance of e

and the exclusion of the value 3 in P*(i?,(?9î0).

2.12. Let 5D be any bounded domain in the w-plane. It can be shown (cf.

Newman [l, VI ]) that there exists a sequence of finitely connected Jordan

regions 9?„ satisfying the following conditions: (i) 5R„ is contained in the in-

terior din+i of ÍRn+i for every »; (ii) the point set sum of the 9î„ is identical

with <D; (iii) each 9Î„ is an oriented polygonal region (see 2.8). It is readily seen

that conditions (i) and (ii) alone imply that the 5R„ fill up D from the interior

(see R2 [l, 1.13]). Indeed, if Pis any closed set in O it follows that for every

w in F there exists an n(w) such that w is contained in 9î°<«,). The family of

open sets 9î°Clc>, w£F, covers the bounded closed set P, and the Borel cover-

ing theorem shows that a finite number of these 9íü(«>) covers P. If »0 denotes

the largest integer appearing among the n(w) of this finite subset, then clearly

F is contained in 3t„ for every » exceeding »0. Moreover, it is clear that any

infinite subsequence of a sequence of Jordan regions 9?„ satisfying conditions

(i) and (ii) also satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). Finally, if Ç is any bounded

connected open set—that is, a bounded domain—and Pis any closed set in Ç,

there exists a finitely connected Jordan region 3î which is an oriented poly-

gonal region in Ç and which contains P in its interior $R°.

2.13. Let D be a bounded domain in the w-plane. A continuous trans-

formation T:z = t(w), wGD, is said to be quasi-polyhedral if there exists a

sequence of finitely connected Jordan regions 8î„ such that the following con-

ditions are satisfied : (i) 9î„ is contained in the interior Üí°+i of 9î„+i for every «;

(ii) the point set sum of the 9î„ is identical with D; (iii) each 9Î„ is a polygonal

region (see 2.8); (iv) the continuous transformation Tn:z=tn(w) =t(w) ,wC^n,

is polyhedral—that is, there exists a rectilinear triangulation 15„ of 9î„ (a

subdivision of 3Î„ into a finite number of nonoverlapping, nondegenerate recti-
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linear triangles 5n, any two of which have either no point in common, a vertex

in common, or an entire side in common) such that Fn maps each rectilinear

triangle 8n in 13„ topologically onto a nondegenerate rectilinear triangle A„

in the z-plane, carrying the vertices of 8n onto the vertices of An. Observe

that conditions (i) and (ii) imply that the 3în fill up V from the interior (see

2.12). Clearly, if F is any closed set in D and 3 is any point in the z-plane,

then the number of models of 3 under Fin F, N(i, F, F), is finite ¡consequently

the number of models of 3 under F in D, N(i, T, €>), is at most enumerable

(see R2 [1, 1.10]).

2.14. Approximation lemma. Let T:z = t(w), w£D, be any bounded con-

tinuous transformation (see 1.2), where O is a bounded domain. If e is any posi-

tive number there exists a quasi-polyhedral transformation Tt:z = tt(w), w£D,

such that the distance p(T(, T, D) is less than e. Indeed, more will be shown.

Choose any sequence of finitely connected Jordan regions 9î„ satisfying conditions

(i), (ii), (iii) in 2.13, and any sequence of positive numbers e„. Then there exists

a quasi-polyhedral transformation T*\z = t*(w), mGD, such that the distance

p(T*, T, SRnC^n-i) is less than enfor every n (where 9îo denotes the empty set).

A proof is made in the section following.

2.15. Since t(w) is uniformly continuous on 9Î„ there exists a positive num-

ber r¡n such that the oscillation 0(rj„, t, 9în) is less than e„/3 for every positive

integer « (see 1.17). Let 15i be any rectilinear triangulation of 5Ri such that

every triangle 5i in 13i has diameter less than 771 and those triangles 81 in 13i

which meet the boundary 9îi(^9î? have diameters less than n2; denote the ver-

tices of T5i generically by wi, their number by m\. Associate with these m\ ver-

tices wi, in a biunique fashion, mi distinct points Zi in the z-plane, no three of

which are collinear, such that \t(wi)— zi\ is less than €i/9 for corresponding

points W\, and Zi, and | t(w¡) —Zi| is less than e2/9 for corresponding points w-i

and Zi when W\ is in SîiÇSR?. Put h(wi) equal to Zi, for corresponding points w¡,

and Zi, and let h(w) be the uniquely determined affine transformation on every

5i in 15i. It is readily verified that the transformation Fi:z = *i(w), w£3îi, is

continuous and polyhedral, and the distance p(Fi, F, Sti) is less than ei. As-

sume that ^„-i and F„_i are defined. Let 'S* be a rectilinear triangulation of

9Î„ such that every triangle ô„_i in 15n_i also belongs to T5n, every triangle 8K

in 15n but not in T3n-i has diameter less than r¡n, and those triangles 8n of T3„

which meet the boundary 9î„C9î°_i have diameters less than r¡n+i; denote the

vertices of 13n generically by wn, their number by mn. Observe that every

vertex of 'Cn-i is also a vertex of T3,,; consequently mn exceeds mn-\. Associate

with these mn vertices wn in a biunique fashion mn distinct points z„ in the

z-plane, no three of which are collinear, such that the w„_i points z„ associated

with the m„_i vertices w„-i of ^„-i are the points z„_i assigned in the process

of defining F„_i, | t(wn) — z„\ is less than e„/9 for corresponding points w„ and

z„ when wn is not a vertex in dtn-i, and | t(wn) — z„| is less than e„+i/9 for corre-
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sponding points wn and zn when wn belongs to '¡RnC^n-i- Put tn(w%) equal to z„

for corresponding points wn and z„, and let tn(w) be the uniquely determined

affine transformation on every 8n in 15». It is easily verified that the trans-

formation Tn'.z = tn(w), w£9în, is continuous and polyhedral, P„ is identical

with P„_i on 9?n-i, and the distance p(Tn, T, 9Í„(33í¡í_i) is less than e„. By

induction, an infinite sequence of continuous polyhedral transformations P„

is thus defined. For every w in D there is a first » such that w is in 5R„; define

t*(w) to be tn(w). It is easily verified that the transformation P*:z = /*(w),

w£D, has the following properties: (i) P* is a bounded continuous transfor-

mation in £>; (ii) P* is identical with P„ on 9în for every integer »—thus P*

is quasi-polyhedral in D (see 2.13); (iii) the distance p(T*, T, 9în(?9îB-i) is

less than e» for every ».

2.16. Return to the approximation lemma in 2.14 and its proof in 2.15.

Let 3 be an arbitrary point in the z-plane. It is clear that the points z„ chosen

to correspond to the vertices w„ of 13„ may always be chosen distinct from 3

and such that no two of them determine a line containing 3. Then any model

of 3 under P„ in 9în must lie in the interior of some triangle 8n in 13„. In par-

ticular, therefore, 3 can have no models under P* in the boundary Uî„(39î„

for any value of «—that is, P*1^) ^„9î„(j?9în is empty (see 1.2).

Chapter III. A first modification

3.1. Let iD be any bounded domain in the w-plane. Suppose T:z = t(w),

w£D, is a bounded continuous transformation (see 1.2). If 3 be any point

in the z-plane, then T~l(i) is a (possibly empty) set which is closed relative

to *D (see R2 [l, 1.16]); its components o = a(i, T) are thus of two possible

types: (i) <r may be a continuum—a closed connected set in £>—in which

case it may consist of a single point in <D; (ii) a may not be a continuum—in

which case it is a nondegenerate connected set which is closed relative to <D,

but whose closure Co contains a point of QD (see 1.17). This chapter is con-

cerned solely with components or of the first type; those of the second type are

considered in the remaining chapters.

3.2. Given T:z--t(w), »GO, a bounded continuous transformation as in

3.1, assume 3 is a point of the z-plane for which P-1(¿) has a component

<T = o(l, P) which is a continuum. Letr„ be any monotone decreasing sequence

of positive numbers converging to zero, and consider the sets Gn = G(t„, 3, T, £>)

of all points w in O for which | t(w) —1\ is less than r„ where « is any positive

integer (see R2 [l, 2.12]). Clearly each Gn is an open set containing P_1(3);

the components of each Gn are thus mutually exclusive connected open sets.

Let g„ denote that unique component of Gn which contains o (see Newman

[l, IV]). Denote by -k the common part of the closures Cg„ of these g„ for all

positive integers ». Clearly tG contains a, and irO is a subset of P_1(3);

since a is a component of P-1(3), it follows that a is also a component of wO.

Now the Cg„ are a descending sequence of continua, so w must be a continuum
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(see Newman [l, IV, p. 73]). Since a is a component of irO whose closure Co-

is contained in D, it follows that tt must be" a subset of O (see Moore [l, I,

p. 23]), and hence tt is identical with a.

3.3. Let 5R be any finitely connected Jordan region in D containing a in

its interior $R°. It follows easily that there exists a positive integer «(9Î) such

that Cgn is contained in the interior $R° of 9Î for every integer m>m(SR).

3.4. Let T:z = t(w), loGD, be a bounded continuous transformation as in

3.1. Assume 3 is a point of the z-plane for which F_1(3) has a component

<r=a(i, T) which is a continuum. Given an arbitrary positive number e, in

view of 3.3 it follows that for all « sufficiently large the component g„ of Gn

which contains cr is such that its closure Cg„ is contained in D. Fix « so that

Cgn is a subset of D and r„ does not exceed e/3; denote gn by g and t„ by t.

It is readily seen that | t(w) — 3| has the positive value t for w in CgQg (see R2

[1,-2.12]). Let F denote the set of all points w in g for which |£(w)— j| does

not exceed t/2. Clearly F is a closed subset of g. Consequently there exists

a finitely connected oriented polygonal region 3Î in g such that F is contained

in the interior SR° of SR (see 2.12). Thus | í(k>) —31 exceeds r/2, but is less

than r in gQSt". Also the set T~ld)-g is contained in 5R°. Now let F*:z = /*(w),

w£$R, be any continuous transformation such that the distance p(T*, T, dt)

(see R2 [l, I.9]) is less than r/4 and the number N(%, F*, 9Î) is finite (cf.

2.13-2.15). One readily shows that Af(i*—g, SR) is less than 5r/4 and

m(t*-i, 5RC5R0) exceeds t/4. Consequently N(i, F*,5R) equals N(i, F*, 9Î0)—

that is, the models of 3 under F* in $R are finite in number and lie in the in-

terior $R° of SR. Thus there exists a simply-connected polygonal region r in

5R° containing all of the models of 3 under F* in its interior r°. Since dtQx0

is a polygonal region on which t*(w) does not assume the value 3 it follows

that ¿1(3, F*,5R) and m(?> P*> x) are equal (see R2 [l, 2.7, Lemma 3]). Because

p(T*; T, 5RC?$R°) is less than m(t*-i, VtCM0), it follows that ju(î, t, 9t) and
ju(3, F*, 9Î) are equal (see R2 [l, 2.7, Lemma 2]). Consequently n(i, T, ÏÏI)

equals p(%, F*, r). Two cases are to be considered: the case where p(¡, F, 9î)

is not zero, which is handled in 3.6, and the case where p(l, T, 5R) is zero, which

is treated in 3.7.

3.5. The following general lemma is needed at several points in the sequel.

Let there be given: (i) a simply connected Jordan region r in the w-plane;

(ii) any point to contained in the interior r° of r; (iii) a single-valued, finite-

valued, complex-valued continuous function f(w), wÇzxQv0; (iv) a point 3 in

the z-plane such that m{J—%, xQa) exceeds zero. Then there exists a function

F(w), wGr, satisfying the following conditions: (a) F is defined and continu-

ous on r; (ß) F is identical with/ on xQx°; (y) F is different from 3 on xQto,

and F(to) is 3; (5) JI£(P-j, r) is equal to M(/-j, xQx0) (cf. R2 [l, 2.13]);

(e) moreover, if ir be any simple closed arc on xQx°, there is a simply connected

Jordan region r(7r) contained in r and containing t and to on its boundary

r(7r)(3r°(7r) such that M[F—%, r(ir)] is equal to M(f— 3, tt)—in fact, the values
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of Pin r(7r) are completely determined by the values of/on ir. To prove this,

first assume that r is the closed unit disc with center at the origin in the

w-plane, and h) is the origin. Define

f(w), w E rCr0;

F(w) = • 3, w = to;

. [/(w*) -i]\w\ + 3, wGr0O;

where w* is the unique point of r(pr° on the ray from to through w. It is easily

verified that F(w), w£r, has the desired properties. In this case, the Jordan re-

gion r(?r) may be chosen as the sector of the disc subtending the simple closed

arc ir. Next, let r be any simply connected Jordan region and to be any point in

r°. There exists a topological transformation u = h(w), w£r, mapping r onto

the closed unit disc b with center at the origin in the co-plane, such that 0 = h(Xo)

(see Newman [l, VI]). Now this transformation maps r(j?r° topologically onto

bQb°. Define g(u) =fh~l(co), ttGb^b0. By what precedes, there exists a func-

tion Cr(co), co£b satisfying conditions (a)-(e) with respect to g(oi), a>£b(3b0,

and 3. Define F(w)=Gh(w), wCr. It is easily verified that F(w), w£r, has

the desired properties. For later use, an immediate corollary is stated. Let

there be given: (i) a bounded domain D in the w-plane, and a simply con-

nected Jordan region r contained in D; (ii) any point to contained in the in-

terior r° of r; (iii) a bounded continuous transformation T:z = t(w), wCD;

(iv) a point 3 in the z-plane such that m(t — \, xQt") exceeds zero. Then there

exists a transformation T*:z = t*(w), w£D, satisfying the following condi-

tions: (a) T* is a bounded continuous transformation ; (ß) T* is identical with

T on VQx°; (7) 3 has exactly one model under T* in r—namely, to in r°;

(8) p(T*, T, O) does not exceed 2M(t — \, r). (e) if 7r be any simple closed arc

on r(3r°, there is a simply-connected Jordan region r(7r) contained in r and con-

taining iv and to on its boundary r(7r)(3r0(7r) such that M[t* — 3, r(7r)] is equal

to M(t — 3,7r). Clearly the domain D may be replaced by a finitely-connected

Jordan region 9Î containing r.

3.6. Assume that p(%, T, 9Î) is not zero (see 3.4). Then it follows that dt

is an indicator region (3, P) (see R2 [l, 1.15]), and consequently 9Î must con-

tain in its interior at least one essential maximal model continuum of 3 under

r in O (see R2 [l, 1.16, 2.16])—that is, n(i, T, SR) is greater than zero (see

R2 [l, 2.6]). Now let to be any point in r°. The hypotheses of the corollary

in 3.5 are clearly fulfilled by r, to, P*:z = /*(w), w£9î, 3- It is readily verified

that the transformation T*:z = t*(w), w£9î, guaranteed by that corollary

has the following properties: (i) T* is a continuous transformation; (ii) P* is

identical with P* on 9î(3r°; (iii) 3 has exactly one model to under T*, and to

lies in $R°—that is, N(i, T*, 9î) =iV(3, T*, W) = 1 ; (iv) to constitutes an essen-

tial maximal model continuum for 3 under P* in 9î—that is, «(3, T*, SR) = 1

and to belongs to H(T*, $R°) (see R2 [l, 1.18]); (v) M(t*-t*, 9Í) is less than
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5t/2; (vi) M(t-t*, 9c(?9c0) is less than m(t*-%, 9t(?9c0). Since 9Í is an oriented

polygonal region in g such that T(gQdt") does not contain 3 (see 3.4), it follows

by 2.11 that there exists a weld Tt of P* in 9c to P outside of g with a tolerance

of t/2 and the exclusion of the value 3 in P#(g(J?9c°). The properties of jH#are

summarized: (a) Tt is a bounded continuous transformation in <D; (ß) Tf is

identical with T outside of g; (7) 3 has exactly one model to under Tf in g—

that is, N(%, Tf, g) = l; (8) to constitutes an essential maximal model con-

tinuum for 3 under P# in g—that is, «(3, Tf, g) = 1—and to belongs to N.(Tf, €>) ;

(e) p(Tf, T, V) is less than e.

3.7. Now assume that p.(%, T, 9c) is zero (see 3.4) ; hence p(i, P*, r) is zero.

Since m(t*— 3, r(j?r0) is positive and r is simply-connected, there exists a func-

tion/^), w£9c, having the following properties (see R2 [l, 2.7, Lemma 4]):

(i) / is defined and continuous on r; (ii) / is identical with ¿* on r(j?r°; (iii)

M(f~i, r) equals M(t*— 3, rf^r0), which is less than 5r/4; (iv)/does not take

on the value 3 in r. Define

t*(w) =  <
U(«o, we wet.

It is easily verified that the transformation T*:z = t*(w), w£9c, has the fol-

lowing properties: (i) P* is a continuous transformation; (ii) P* is identical

with P* on 9?er°; (iii) 3 has no models under P* in 9Í—that is, ^(3, T*, 9c) = 0;

(iv) consequently «(3, P*, 9c) =0; (v) M(t*-t*, 9c) is less than 5t/2; (vi)

M(t-t*, 9ce9t°) is less than m(t*~l, "RgW). Since 9c is an oriented polygonal

region in g such that P(gC?9c°) does not contain 3 (see 3.4), it follows by 2.11

that there exists a weld Tf of P* in 9Î to P outside of g with a tolerance

of t/2 and the exclusion of the value 3 in P#(g(J?9c0). The properties of Tt are

summarized: (a) Tt is a bounded continuous transformation in O; (ß) Tf is

identical with P outside of g; (7) 3 has no models under Tf in g—that is,

N(h Tf, g) =0; (5) consequently «(3, Tf, g) =0; (é) p(P#, P, D) is less than e.

3.8. The results in §§3.2-3.7 may be described as follows.

Lemma. Let D be a bounded domain in the w-plane. Given a bounded con-

tinuous transformation T'.z = t(w), w£D, and a positive number e, if 3 is any

point in the z-plane whose inverse set T~l(i) has a component a which is a con-

tinuum, there is a domain g containing a whose closure Qg is contained in D,

whose image under T lies in a r-neighborhood of 3, where t is a positive constant

less than e/3, whose frontier CgQg is mapped by T into a subset of the circle with

center 3 and radius r. It is possible to modify T in g, moving the image of each

point less than e, so that continuity is retained and 3 has at most one model under

the modified transformation Tf in g. If 3 has a model under Tf in g, then 3 has

at least one essential maximal model continuum under T in g; if 3 has exactly

one essential maximal model continuum under T in g, then 3 has a model under

Tf in g.
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3.9. Let T:z = t(w), »ED, be a bounded continuous transformation as in

3.1, and suppose that $R is any finitely connected polygonal region in D (see

2.12). If t be an arbitrary positive number, there exists a positive number

ô = 8(t, T, 9Î) such that, if w' and w" are any two points in 5R whose dis-

tance does not exceed 8, then the distance between their images t(w') and

t(w") is less than t. It may be assumed without loss of generality that 8 is

chosen so that to every point w in $R there corresponds a linear segment con-

tained in 5R with length 8 and an end point at w. Let 3 be any point in the

z-plane. Suppose that g is any component of G = G(t, 3, F, O) (see 3.2) which

contains a point of F-l(3)$R. It follows at once that the area of g must exceed

a positive constant f (5, dt). Since 9Î is bounded and the components g oí G

are mutually exclusive, the number of components g which contain a point

of F-^SR must be finite.

3.10. Again, let T:z — t(w), wE.O, be a bounded continuous transforma-

tion, let 3 be any point in the z-plane, and let e be an arbitrary positive

number. Choose any sequence of finitely connected polygonal regions $Rn such

that SR„ is contained in ÏRn+i í°r every « and the point set sum of the 5R„ is

identical with <D (see 2.12). It follows that if F is any closed set in O there is

a positive integer »(F) such that F is contained in 9Î° for every « exceeding

«(F). Set t„ equal to e/(3«) for every positive integer n, and denote

G(t„, 3, F, O) by Gn (see 3.2). Put 80 equal to 1, and 8„ equal to the smaller

of 5„_i and 8(r„, T, $R„) (see 3.9). Clearly 5„ is a monotone nonincreasing se-

quence of positive numbers. Let K~i be the class of all components g of Gi

such that the closure Cg is contained in O and the area of g exceeds f (5i, 5Ri) ;

denote by Í7,i the point set sum of the elements g in K\. Since O is bounded

and the sets in Ki are mutually exclusive and have areas exceeding a fixed

positive constant, it follows that K~i is a finite class. Moreover, for each g

in K\, the function | t(w) — 3] has the value ti on CgQg (see 3.4). In each ele-

ment g of Ki which contains a point of F_1(3) modify F in accordance with the

lemma in 3.8 to obtain a new transformation T\'.z = ti(w), »GO, having the

following properties: (i) Fi is a bounded continuous transformation in O;

(ii) Ti is identical with F in <DQfC¿; (iii) the number of models for 3 under Fi

in ^1 is not greater than the number of essential maximal model continua for

g under F in ^—that is, JV(g, Tt, fC,i) ák(i, T, f^) ; (iv) for each g in Ki the

set gTr*(i) is either empty or consists of a single point; (v) p(Fi, F, <D) is

less than e. Assume that Kn-i, AIn-i, F„_i have been defined to satisfy relations

analogous to (i)-(v). Let K„ be the class of all components g of G„ such that

Cg is contained in D, the area of g exceeds f(5„, $R„), and gf^n-i is empty.

Denote by fC,n the point set sum of A^n-i and of all the elements g in Kn. It

is clear that Kn is a finite class and Fn_i is identical with F in every g in Kn.

Moreover, for each g in Kn, the function | tn-i(w) — 31 = | t(w) — 3 [ has the value

t„ on CgQg. In each element g of Kn which contains a point of F_1(3) modify

F„_i in accordance with the lemma in 3.8 to obtain a new transformation
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Tn\z = tn(w), WE'D, having the following properties: (a) F„ is a bounded con-

tinuous transformation in <D; (ß) F„ is identical with F in DQIC^; (y) for each

integer m less than w, F„ is identical with Tm in Kjm', (8) the number of models

of 3 under Fn in IC,n is not greater than the number of essential maximal model

continua for 3 under F in fTp—that is, JV(g, Tn, i^„) ^ «(3, F, i£„) ; (X) for each

g in ÜC„ the set gFr¡"I(3) is either empty or consists of a single point;

(p) p(Tn, T, <D) is less than e; (v) p(Tn, T, ^„(3^n-i) is less than e/ra.

3.11. Let ÍC, be the point set sum of the IQn for « a positive integer; ob-

serve that the F^n form an ascending sequence of open sets in £). It is clear

that the continuous functions tn(w), w£D, converge uniformly in O to a con-

tinuous function tf(w), w£D. It is easily verified that the transformation

Tf\z = tf(w), w£D, has the following properties: (a) Tf is a bounded continu-

ous transformation in D; (ß) Tf is identical with F in DQIC;, (y) for each posi-

tive integer «, Tt is identical with Fn in ^„; (5) the number of models of 3

under Tf in ^jis not greater than the number of essential maximal model con-

tinua for 3 under F in ^—that is, N(i, Tt, IT) =" k(i, F, ÍQ g k(j, F, D) ; (X) the
set F^'1(3)^Cis an isolated set; (ju) p(Tf, T, D) is less than e; (v) ii a is any com-

ponent of F_1(3) which is not a continuum (see 3.1), then a is also a compo-

nent of FjT1(3). For the component g of Gn which contains <r is such that Cg

must contain a point of QO for every «, and thus cr is a subset of OQJ^ where

F is identical with Tt. (co) any component at of F^"1^) either consists of a

single point in ^ or is a component of F_1(3) which is not a continuum (see

3.1). For if <jf has a point in common with ÍC,, it follows that Of must reduce to

a single point in ^ since F^'1(3)^is an isolated set. So suppose that <rf has no

point in tC;, then 07 must also be a component of F_1(3) since Tf is identical

with F on OQÍC, and no component of F-1(3) may have points in both IT, and

QF^. It remains to show that (Tf is not a continuum in this case. Indeed, sup-

pose that o-f were a continuum; since it would be a closed set in D there must

exist an m such that o-f is contained in SRjJ, (see 3.10). Next, there must exist

an « not less than m such that the component g of Gn which contains at is

such that Cg is contained in 5Rm, and hence in $R„ (see 3.3). Since o-^is empty,

it would follow that o-ff^n-i is empty. And since g is contained in $R„ it would

follow that its area should exceed f (8„, $Rn) (see 3.9). But then g should be in

K\n, which is a subset of Â^, and a contradiction is obtained. So o-f is not a

continuum, and its closure Ccr^ contains a point of @D (see 3.1).

3.12. Assume that «(3, F, <D) is finite. Let L denote the class of all the es-

sential maximal model continua a for 3 under F in <D, and let J¿ denote the

point set sum of the <r in L. Then F is a finite set (see R2 [l, 1.17]), and con-

sequently jT is a closed set. Thus the polygonal regions 9Î„ of 3.10 may be

chosen so that .£ is contained in 5RÎ, and the value of ti may be required to

be so small that no component g in Ki contains more than one element of L,

and every element of L belongs to a component g in Ki (see 3.3). Then the

preceding construction yields N(i, Tf, ÍT)=k(í, T, O) (see 3.8). This fact
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may also be established by using the lower semi-continuity properties of

k(3, P, D) (see R2 [l, 2.18]; also see 5.5).

3.13. The results obtained in §§3.9-3.12 may be summarized as follows.

Theorem. Let G be a bounded domain in the w-plane. Given a bounded con-

tinous transformation T:z = t(w), w£D, let i be any point in the z-plane and let

e be any positive number. There exists a bounded continuous transformation

Tf'.z = tf(w), wCD, such that the distance p(Tt, T, <D) is less than e, and every

component of P/'(j) either reduces to a single point which is isolated in the set

T^d) or else is a component of P-1(3) which is not a continuum, and every com-

ponent of P-1(s) which is not a continuum is also a component of Tf~l($)—in

other words, the components of P_1(s) which are not continua are identical with

the components of TJ1^) which do not reduce to single points. Moreover, the

number of components of Tf1^) which reduce to single points does not exceed the

number of essential maximal model continua for 3 under T in © ; in case this

latter number is finite, the transformation Tf may be chosen so that the number of

components of Pf"1(î) which reduce to single points is equal to the number of es-

sential maximal model continua for 3 under T in *D.

Thus if every component of P_1(î) is a continuum, the question raised in

1.10 is now answered.

Chapter IV. A second modification

4.1. Let D be any bounded domain in the w-plane. Suppose T:z = t(w),

w£D, is a bounded continuous transformation (see 1.2). Since the result to

be established in this chapter is trivial if t(w) is constant on D (see 1.15,

4.65), attention is restricted in the sequel to the case when t(w) is not constant

on O. Assume 3 is a point of the z-plane for which P_1(s) is not empty, and

no component <r=cr(3, P) of P_1(3) isa continuum (see 3.1); hence Co contains

a point of (3D. Since cr is closed relative to P_1(3), and P-1(s) is closed relative

to O, it follows that a is closed relative to D—that is, Co<D reduces to 0.

4.2. Let t be a fixed positive number, and consider the set G = G(t, 3, P, <D)

of all points w in D for which |/(w) — g| is less than r (cf. 3.2). It may be as-

sumed that t is so small that there are points in D which are not in G (see

4.1). Clearly G is an open set containing P-1(ä)> and hence it is not empty.

G has an at most enumerable number of components g, each of which is a con-

nected open set. Every component cr of P-1(î) is contained in exactly one com-

ponent g of G ; if a component g oí G has points in common with a component

<r of T~l(i), then g contains cr.

4.3. In the sequel it is necessary to consider various classes of point sets

in SD; each shall be denoted by a capital letter K, L, or M, followed by suit-

able subscripts and superscripts. The point set sum of the sets in a class K, L,

or M will be denoted by the corresponding capital script letter A^, £, or "M,

respectively, followed by the same subscripts and superscripts.
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4.4. Let Ko denote the class of all components g of G which contain a

point of P_1(s) (see 4.2). Evidently K0 is not empty; K0 contains an at most

enumerable number of elements. Moreover, A^o is an open set, whose com-

ponents are the sets in K0. In particular, if g be any element of Ko it follows

that CgA^o reduces to g. The setAji contains P_1(?.)- If g be any element of K0,

then g must contain a component a of P_1(3) (see 4.2), and hence Cg must

contain a point of Q<D (see 4.1). If g is any element of Ko, it is now easily veri-

fied that the following relations hold.

C[gT-Ki)]<D = CgT-Ki) = gT-Ki) 9* 0,       C[gT-\i)}Q<D 9* 0.

4.5. Now let 9c be any finitely connected oriented polygonal region in D

(see 2.12). Denote by K" the class of all elements g in K0 which have points

in 9c; thus A^o9tCÂ^°. Denote by K01 the class of all elements g in K° for which

g9cP-'(3) is not empty. Clearly the sets Â^°, À^01, K°GK01 are °Pen. and

9cP-1(3) is a subset of Â^01. Of course, K° may be empty; for the purpose of

the present investigation, this case is trivial, and hence it is excluded in the

sequel. Since K" is a class of components of Â^o, it follows that CÂ^° Â^o reduces

to A^° (see 4.4).
4.6. Suppose g is an element of Xo. Let -rP(g) denote the class of all com-

ponents g1 of the open set g(J?9c; evidently A^'(g) = g(39c. Let Kn(g) denote the

class of all elements g1 in Kl(g) for which C[g1P_1(3)] contains a point of (J*D,

and let K12(g) denote the class of all elements g1 in K1^) and not in Ku(g).

For i equal to 1 or 2, let Kia(g) denote the class of all elements g1 in Ku(g)

for which Cg1 contains a point of 9cP_1(s)- Clearly the sets IQ(g), A^H(g),

-Cm(g)> K,u(s)CK,in(i) are an open sets, for i equal to 1 or 2. It is quite im-

portant, but not quite clear, that the class Kn(g) is never empty. A proof of

this fact is made in 4.8.
4.7. The following general lemma is needed in the sequel. Assume i^and

Q are two open sets such that the common part of their complements,

QQ.QÇ, is empty. Let / be a bounded closed connected set which contains

points of QQ, and of ÇÇ. Then there exists a connected set h in fQÇ such that

Ch contains a point of (?££. A proof may be readily constructed from the theo-

rems in Chapter I of Moore [l].

4.8. Let g be any element of K°. In view of 4.5 and 4.4, it follows that there

exists a component cr of P_1(s) which is contained in g. If a is contained in

C9c, then cr must be in some component g1 of g(j?9c; hence Cfg^-1^)] contains

Ccr which has a point in QO by 4.1. Thus g1 belongs to Ku(g). If o is not con-

tained in P9Î, then Co is a bounded closed connected set which contains points

of QO and of 9Î. By the lemma in 4.7, it follows that there is a connected set

cr* of CoO&R =<rC?9c (see 4.1) such that Co* contains a point of Q<D. Applying

the preceding reasoning to 0* instead of cr shows that there exists a g1 belong-

ing to Ku(g). Thus Ku(g) is never empty (see 4.6).

4.9. Let K1 be the class of all elements g1 belonging to a Kl(g) for g in
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K° (see 4.6); evidently ÍC^Í^QSt. Similarly, let Ku, KU1, be the class of all
elements g1 belonging to a Ku(g), Kul(g), respectively for g in Ka, where *

equals 1 or 2. The point sets X}, IQ', Í7,ul, K}'CKU1< are clearly open. If g

be any element of K°, it is obvious that JQg, f7,ug, I^ulg are identical with

^?(g), K}i(ë)>K,ul(ë)< respectively, for i equal to 1 or 2.

4.10. Suppose g is an element of K° for which Kul(g) is not empty, where

t equals 1 or 2. Then Kul(g) contains an element g1, and Cg1 contains a point

of SRF-1(i) (see 4.6); consequently Cg$RF~'(3) is not empty. In view of the

relations in 4.4, it follows that g$RF-1(3) is not empty, so g must belong to

K01 (see 4.5). From 4.9 there follow, for i equal to 1 and 2, the relations

Kul=^lKlil(g), ÍC,in =ZXlug> the summation extending over the class K0Ï.

4.11. The following closure relations are needed in the sequel.

(i) cW « K1 + K,°M&Ka = K°ew-,

(2) CK}%° = £" + dQ%^&R\ i = 1, 2;
(3) CRZli%° = K}a + CK}aK°3t&ft°, *' = 1. 2;

(4) 0?g = F?g + gSRe^0 = ge$R°. g£K°;

(5) C^'g = JQig + C£"g3î(*R«, i = 1, 2, g G *°;
(6) CÍCulg = ^"g + CZ}a&eW, i = 1, 2, g G Z";

(7) Cgig = g1 + Cglg9î(*RV g1 G JT1.

A proof of (1) may be made as follows (see Newman [l, II, V*]; 4.9).

cç,%° = wew = K°ccïït = «ft0

The others follow easily from (1) ; also relation (7) may be obtained directly

from the fact that g1 is a component of gQdî.

4.12. Using relations in 4.4, 4.6, 4.11 (7), the reader may readily verify

that, for every element g1 in K1^), the following equations hold (see 1.17).

fr glT-*(l) = CgtegW&IPT-HÀ) = CgWT-^i).

4.13. If g be any element of K°, it will now be shown that ^12gF_1(3) is a

subset of fCl21g (see 4.6) ; consequently ^12F_1(î) is a subset ofJ^121 (see 4.9).

For if to is any point of ^12gF_1(3), there exists an element g1 of X12, and a

component a of F_1(3) such that gV is not empty. Since CV contains a point

of QO (see 4.1), it follows that Qgx<r is not empty; otherwise Co- would be a

subset of C[glT~l(%) ] which is in turn a subset of D (see 4.6). Since a- is a con-

nected set, it is true that fr gV is not empty (see Newman [l, IV]). In view of

4.12 and 4.6, one concludes that g1 must belong to Kul(g), and hence to" is

contained in ^mg.

4.14. Using 4.5, 4.6, 4.9, the reader will have no difficulty in showing that
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the following relations are true.

(1) KJCRZ" = K}M + t?* 9* 0;
(2) gCKn = gG(Kug) = ¿K + AC12g * 0, g G K*.

4.15. Suppose g is an element of K° (see 4.5). Let K2(g) denote the class

of all components h of g(J?A^11 (see 4.6, 4.8) ; in view of 4.14 (2), it is clear that

Ä?(g)=g(?Ä?1 = g9t+i(C12g. Let K2l(g) denote the class of all components h

in K2(g) which contain a point of P~l(3). Obviously A^2(g)P_1(3) is a subset of

4.16. Let K2 be the class of all elements h belonging to a K2(g) for g in

K°; in view of 4.14 (1), it follows that A^2=A^0CÂ^u=A^9t+Â^12. Let X21 be

the class of all elements « belonging to a K21(g) for g in K°. It is clear that

AjT-'Kî) is a subset of Â^21. If g is any element of K°, it follows that Kjg,

Â^21g are identical with Kj(g), K}l(g), respectively (cf. 4.9).

4.17. Suppose g is an element of K° for which K}lg is not empty. It fol-

lows from 4.15 that g9cp-1(3)+À?2gP-1(3) is not empty. If gftT-\i) is not

empty, then g belongs to K01 (see 4.5). But if Ä^12gP-1(3) is not empty, it fol-

lows from 4.13, 4.6, 4.12, that g9tP_1(3) is not empty either. Thus g must be-

long to A01. From 4.16 there follow the relations K21 =T,K21(g),%,21 =2X21g,

the summation extending over the class K01 (cf. 4.10).

4.18. The following general lemma is needed in the sequel. Assume i^and

Ç are two open sets, and A is a component of S.QÇ. Then the interior h° of h

is identical with the set hQCÇ, and h fr h reduces to hCQ (see 1.17). A proof

may be constructed from the theorems in Chapter IV of Newman [l].

4.19. As an immediate corollary to the general lemma in 4.18, there fol-

low the relations h« = hÇ,C(K?g)=hQOQx and h fr h = hC(K}1g)=hCKi11 for
every element h in K2(g) where g is in K" (see 4.9, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16).

4.20. Thus far, the fact that the Jordan region 9? is an oriented polygonal re-

gion (see 4.5) has not been used, but it will play an important role in the sequel.

Let 5(9Î) be the shortest distance between nonadjacent sides, considered as

point sets, of the oriented polygons in 9c(j?9c°—the sides entering into this defi-

nition do not necessarily belong to the same polygon. Clearly 5(9t) is a positive

number not greater than the side length of any polygon in 9c(j?9c0.

4.21. A square 5 in the w-plane is said to be diagonally oriented if its di-

agonals are parallel to the u- and v-axes in some order. Diagonally oriented

squares have the following valuable property. Let si and 52 be two diagonally

oriented open squares with centers on 9t(?9c0 and diagonal lengths not exceed-

ing 5(9c). If si and s¡ have a point in common, then si and Si have a point in

common with 9c(j?9c°. A proof will be indicated. Denote the centers of s, by

Wi for i equal to 1 and 2. Since st and s2 have a point in common, |wi —w2|

must be less than 8(di), and consequently Wi and w2 cannot belong to non-

adjacent sides of 9Î—that is, either Wi and wa belong to adjacent sides of an
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oriented polygon in dtQdt", or they belong to the same side of an oriented poly-

gon in "¡RQdt0. An elementary reasoning treats both of these cases to make the

proof.

4.22. Now let r be any finitely connected Jordan region in D which con-

tains SR in its interior r° (see 2.12), and put 8(dt, r) equal to the distance be-

tween 9t and (j?r°. Clearly 5($R, r) is a positive number. If 5 be a diagonally

oriented open square having a point in dt and a diagonal length not exceeding

5($R, r), then s is contained in r°.

4.23. Let 5 be any diagonally oriented open square with center to on

dtCSt0 and diagonal length not exceeding the smaller of 8(dt)/2 and 5($R, r).

Suppose to is on a side WiW2 oí an oriented polygon in StQdt0 (see 2.3) ; then (see

4.20) | Wi— to| +|to — w2\ = | wi — w2\ ^ 8(dt), and consequently one of the

points Wi, w2 is not in 5—let the notations be chosen so that w2 is not in s. If

w2Wz is the side of the oriented polygon in $R(^5R0 adjacent to Wiw2 with com-

mon end point w2, it follows that w2w3 does not meet s. If w0Wi is the other

side of this oriented polygon adjacent to WiW2, then necessarily wawi is per-

pendicular to WiW2. An elementary reasoning shows that the set sdtQdt0 must

be contained in WoWi-\-WiW2. From plane topology (see Newman [l]), the

following facts emerge (see 4.22) : (a) do=sQdt is a nonempty connected open

set in r°(^R; (ß) á = j$R° is a nonempty connected open set in 5R°; (7) í5R¿9Í0

is a connected set in Cd0- Cd; (8) neither of the measures | d0|, \d\ is less than

|*J/4 (see 1.17).
4.24. Since t(w) is continuous on the bounded set £> (see 4.1), it follows

that for every positive number t and every closed set F in D, there is a posi-

tive number 8(t, T, F) such that 0[o(e, F, F), t, F] is less than e (see 1.17).

Let 5 be a diagonally oriented open square with center on SRF_1(g) and diago-

nal length not exceeding the smaller of 5($R, r) and 28(t, T, x) (see 4.2). Then

a is contained in r° (see 4.22), and consequently 5 is contained in G {see 4.2).

Since s is connected, it is contained in a component g of G, and g is an element

of K01 (see 4.5).

4.25. In the sequel, ôo = 5o(r, F, 5R, r) will denote the smallest of the num-

bers 8(Vt)/2, 8(dt,x), 28(t, T, x) (see4.20, 4.22,4.24). Obviously ô0is positive.

Let g be any element of Xo1 (see 4.5). If 5 is any diagonally oriented open

square with center in g$RF_1(3) and diagonal length not exceeding ôo, it fol-

lows that s is contained in gr° (see 4.24).

4.26. As an immediate corollary to the preceding remark and the fact

that the elements in K01 are mutually exclusive and contained in the bounded

set D, it follows that K01 is a finite class.

4.27. Let g be any element of K" (see 4.5). Pick any point to in g$R(j?$R0.

In view of 4.15 it is clear that to is contained in a unique element h oí K2(g).

Since g is open (see 4.2), there is a diagonally oriented open square s with cen-

ter to and diagonal length not exceeding 5o which is contained in g. In view of

4.25, relations (a), (ß), (7), (5) of 4.23 are valid. Moreover, the reader will
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further verify that the following statements are true: (£) ¿o = $C?9c = siv^g is

contained in a unique element g1 of 2s:1 (g) (see 4.6) ; (77) î9Î is a connected subset

of h (see 4.15); (Ç)d = s9t°is contained in fe° (see 4.19); (X) to is contained in

59c(39t° which is a subset of Cg%; (ju) if g1 belongs to Kl2(g) then 5 is a subset

of h°, if g1 belongs to Kn(g) then 5& is identical with s9c; (p) in any case, s is

a subset of h-\-IQ1g.
4.28. Let g be any element of K°. It will now be shown that the classes

Kul(g) are finite, for i equal to 1 or 2 (see 4.6). Indeed, for any g1 in Kul(g)

it is true that Cglg'iRQdi0T-1(i) is not empty (see 4.6,4.12). Let 5 be a diago-

nally oriented open square with center in the set Cg1g9î(J9c0P_1(3) and di-

agonal length 5o; then 5 is contained in g by 4.25. Since s contains points of g\

it follows from 4.27 (£) that d0 is a subset of g1. From 4.23 (8) one obtains the

fact that ¡g1! is not less than 8f,/8. Because the elements of 2s:m(g) are mu-

tually exclusive and are contained in the bounded set D it follows that Kul(g)

is a finite class.

4.29. As an immediate corollary to 4.10, 4.26, 4.28, it follows that the

classes Kln are finite for i equal to 1 or 2.

4.30. The following general lemma is needed. Assume e is any connected

set whose interior e° (see 1.17) is disconnected. Let e° = ^+££2, where ¿£,- are

nonempty mutually exclusive open sets, be any partition of e° (see Newman

[1, IV]). Then either (a) e contains a point of QCe°, or (ß) eQe° contains a

point of C^iC^2. The proof is left for the reader.

4.31. It will now be shown that every h in K2 (see 4.16) has a connected

interior h° = hQClQ1 (see 4.19). Indeed, suppose there is a g in K° for which

K2(g) contains an h whose interior h" admits of a partition §.1+^2, where the

Qi are nonempty mutually exclusive open sets. In view of the lemma in 4.30

two possibilities may occur, (a) Suppose to is a point of hQCh0. It follows from

4.15 and 4.11 that to belongs to hCK?1 which is a subset of gC^CfC^CSt0.
Since gQCh" is open, there exists a diagonally oriented open square 5 with

center to and diagonal length not exceeding 80 such that gQCha contains s.

Then s does not have any points in h°, contrary to 4.27 (f). Thus (a) cannot

occur, (ß) Suppose to is a point of hQWCQiCQji. As in case (a), to must belong

to gCA^n(^Ä^n9c(39t0. Let 5 be any diagonally oriented open square in g with

center to and diagonal length not exceeding 80. From 4.23 (ß) and 4.27 (f) it

follows that d is a subset of just one of i^iand Qi—assume notations are so

chosen that d is a subset of §,1. From 4.6, 4.9, 4.27, and the fact that s meets

A^11, it follows that do must be a subset of A^11, and hence of Qh. Since s9c is a

subset of Cd, one has the relations

5& = s9c£2 + ¿0^2 C C&& + ChSU = 0,

which contradict the fact that to belongs to sCS^i. So (ß) cannot occur either.

Thus Ä0 must be connected.

4.32. Let g be an element of K° and h an element of K2(g) (see 4.15).
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Since A is a component of gGK,u> and ^u is open (see 4.9), it follows that

Chg is identical with h (see Newman [l, IV]). Now g is a connected set which

contains h and also points of ^ll, which is a subset of Çh (see 4.8) ; thus fr hg

is not empty (see Newman [l, IV]). Using the preceding relation, together

with those in 4.11, 4.15, 4.18, 4.19, one may verify that the following rela-

tions hold.

0 5¿ fr hg = hCQh = hCK}1 = hClQ^GW.

4.33. Again, let g be an element of K°, and h an element of K2(g). Define

K(h) to be the class of all diagonally oriented open squares in g having centers

on hClQ1 and diagonal lengths not exceeding ôo (see 4.25). In view of 4.32

this class is not empty. Using 4.21, 4.23, 4.25, 4.27, the reader may easily

verify that the sets Kjji) (see 4.3) have the following properties : (a)f^(h) Cgt°,

hCRZ"CK,(h)C.h+KZ"gCg; (ß) Kih) is an open set; (7) if h, h are two dis-
tinct elements of K2, then

Ki(h)h2 = 0 = K.(hi)Kl(h2).

4.34. With the same assumptions as in 4.33, define ii(h) to be the set

W+KJjt) (see 1.17). It is readily verified that the sets <£(&) satisfy the follow-

ing conditions: (a) hCÜ(h)=h+Kj}i)Clh+IC,iißC.g; (ß) ü(h) is a bounded
connected open set; (7) if hi, h% are two distinct elements of K2, then

$(»i)$(Ä.)«0.
4.35. Define sets ^1 and Sjt by the relations ^ii(h), the summation ex-

tending over sets h in K21 and in K2QK21 respectively (see 4.16). Clearly ££1

and & have the following properties: (a) C21C^iC^n+^C21C^°, K,2GK,21

C&CKn+K?CK,2iCK°-' (ß) & and & are open sets; (7) & and & have no

points in common.

4.36. The following closure relations will be useful (cf. 4.11).

(1) CRZ2K?=Ki2; (3) C¡C2g=Ki2g, ge K0;
(2) CÍC2%o = Kjl; (4) CÍC21g = £21g, gEK";

(5)                             Chg = h,       hGK2(g),       g<=K°.

A proof of (1) maybe made as follows (see Newman [l, II]; 4.16, 4.9).

cfC%° = c(£W)C° = K.°cGKn = £W = K2-

Statement (2) now follows from the relations

cíC21K° = cfC2%2 = £21 + O^CW1 = Ü?.

since CÍC21K}GK,21 is contained in C&&, which is empty (see 4.35). The

others follow easily from these; also relation (5) has been verified in 4.32.

4.37. Further closure relations are expressed in these statements.

(1) C [K^T-Ki) ] C CK}2%°T-i(i) ;
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(2) C[K}2gT-^(i)]CCK:^gT-Ki), gGK°.

Indeed, from 4.13 it follows that ^gT^d) and Â^P-Kî) are identical with

A^121gP-1(¿) ancj ^m^-iQ) respectively. For an element g1 of K12 it is clear,

in view of 4.1 and 4.4, that C[g1gP_1(3)] is a subset of Cg,gP-1(3). Using 4.28

and 4.29, the reader will easily complete the proof.

4.38. Now it can be shown that the following sets are all closed.

(i)     KJT-Kh); (3)     ÂC2gP-i(3), gG2s:°;

(2)       2^7^(3); (4)       £2'gP-i(a), g G K°;

(5) AP-Kí),       h G K2.

To prove (1), observe that 4.16 implies the identity: 2£2P-](3) =A?9cP-1(3)

+2v;i2P-1(3). By using 4.1 and 4.5, one readily finds that C[Ât°9ÎP-I(3)] is a
subset of 2^2r-1(3); and by using 4.37 and 4.11, one sees that CfÀ^r-1^)]

is a subset of %?T~l(i). Thus (1) is established. From 4.36 flows the identity:

2^2,P->(3) = C^RZ2T-l(i). Thus (2) is demonstrated. By using 4.4 and 4.36,
the reader may easily show that the remainder of the sets are closed.

4.39. For any element h in K2, the following facts will now be demon-

strated (see 1.17, 4.15, 4.16).

(hCfC^M&ROT-Ki) 9*0,        h G K*\
fr AP-'(3) = hC£hT-i 3) = \      V

l0, he&QK 21

From 4.4 and 4.32 the following relations come.

fr AP-i(i) = hCQhT-Ki) = keQWeWT-Ki)-

If A is not in K21, it is clear that these sets are empty. Now assume that A

belongs to K21; since it contains a point of P-1(3), there is a component a

of P_1(3) such that Acr is not empty. Now Qho cannot be empty either, for if

it were, then it would follow from 4.38 (5) that Ccr must be contained in D,

contradicting 4.1. Since cr is connected, it follows that fr Acr, and conse-

quently fr AP_1(3), is not empty (see Newman [l, IV]). Let to be any point

of fr Ar-1 (3), and consider the diagonally oriented open square s with center to

and diagonal length 8a. If A belongs to K2(g) it follows from 4.25 that s is

a subset of g. By 4.27 (£), the set slQg is contained in a unique element g1,

which belongs to 2s:u(g) because s meets 2^n. But since Cg'9ÎP_1(3) contains

to, it follows that g1 must belong to Klu(g). Thus the proof is complete.

4.40. As a corollary to the preceding section, there follow the facts that

the classes K21(g), for g in K°, and 2C21 are finite. For consider the diagonally

oriented square 5 of 4.39; by 4.27 (f) it is true that d is a subset of A. But then

by 4.23 (8) it is clear that | A| is not less than ô2/8. Since the elements of K21

are mutually exclusive and are contained in the bounded set D, it follows

that 2v21, and hence K2l(g), are finite classes.
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4.41. For any set h in K21, the set AF_1(3) is a nonempty closed set con-

tained in the bounded connected open set il(h) (see 4.16, 4.34, 4.38). Conse-

quently there exists a finitely connected Jordan region x(h) contained in Q(h)

and containing ÄF_1(3) in its interior x°(h) (see 2.12). From 4.6 and 4.34 it

follows that dtx(h) is a subset of h. By 4.39 it is clear that x(h) has points in

^m. In fact, by using 4.31 and 4.39, one may show that x(h) may actually

be chosen to lie in h-{-fC,lllg (cf. 4.34), but this fact will not be needed in the

sequel.

4.42.. Denote by M the class of all x(h) for h in K21 (see 4.17). Of course,

M will be empty if Kn is empty but this will not happen if SR contains points

of F-x(3) (see 4.16). Using 4.4, 4.5, 4.15, 4.16, 4.34. 4.35, 4.36, 4.40, 4.41, the
reader will deduce the following facts : (a) M is a finite class of mutually ex-

clusive finitely connected Jordan regions in D; (ß) Vit is a closed set in O,

and its interior 5W is given by^2x°(h), the summation extending over those h

in K21; (y) for g in K01, the set Vtfg is a closed set given by^r(Ä), the summa-

tion extending over those h in K2l(g); (8) ffîftt is a subset of ^21; (e) these

relations hold :

CR2T-KÙ = K2lT~Ki) c ?tf0 c ftf c & c A?1 + K,21 cK°-

4.43. The location of the set F_1(3) is summarized in the following rela-

tions.

(i) SRP-Ka) = KnMT-l(.i) C 8EW° C wti c K?u,

(2) GK21t-Ki) = KnT-l(i) + £oC£T~*(j).

A proof follows readily from facts in 4.4, 4.5, 4.9, 4.16, 4.42.

4.44. Now let 5Ri and dt2 be two finitely connected oriented polygonal re-

gions such that dti is contained in the interior $t°. oí 5R2, and 9î2 is contained

in 3D. Subscripts 1 and 2 are added to the notations introduced in 4.5, 4.6, 4.9,

4.15, 4.16, 4.42, to denote sets corresponding to 5Ri and dt2 respectively, with

t, 3, F, D, fixed as in 4.1 and 4.2. Obviously %% is a subset of IQ, and A^î1

is a subset of K^—in fact, K\ is a subset of K2, and FJ?1 is a subset of K^1

(see 4.3).

4.45. The reader will have no difficulty in verifying that K^Ka is a subset

of IQ, and Kj¿K¿ is a subset of 1Q1 ; but no similar relations exist amongst the

other sets in 4.9. Then one readily sees that ^2 is a subset of f^, and ÍT^1 is

a subset of K^.

4.46. It will next be shown that one may assume M2 so defined that %

is a subset of Ml (see 4.42). From 4.40 and 4.45 it follows that each h% in Kf

contains a finite number—possibly none—of the hi in K21. If h2 does not con-

tain any ¿i of K21, let x(h2) be any Jordan region satisfying the conditions pre-

scribed in 4.41. Otherwise, fix 50 in 4.25 to be 8<¡(t, T, SRi, %), and consider

any hi contained in h2. Ii g denotes the element of K%1 containing ¿2 (see 4.17),
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it follows from 4.15, 4.33, 4.34, 4.41, that r(Ai)C£(Ai) = Äi+2vXA1)CÄ2+g9c2
CgGKl1- Since §.(Ai) is connected.it follows that T(hi)C^.(h)ChiC^.(hi).
Thus the sum 5WiA2 of the r(Ai) for Ai in A2 is a closed subset of i£(Â2), and a

finitely connected Jordan region r(A2) may be chosen in i£(A2) to contain the

closed set Jxtih+fhT^d) in its interior r°(A2) (see 2.12). Clearly this r(A2)

fulfills the requirements of 4.41, and by using it in defining M2, one obtains

Mi as a subset of 5iC

4.47. Let g be any element of K° and A2 any element of K%(g) (see 4.16,

4.44). It is clear that A22\^i is a possibly empty set consisting of all Ai in K\

which are subsets of A2. Moreover, it follows easily from 4.16 that AsA^i1 is

the point set IhQKJ. Let / be any component of h^}1 = h2Qi^2. Since A2 is

itself a component of gQlQ1 (see 4.15), it follows that/ is a component of

gK^CK* (see Newman [l, IV]). Since glQ1 and KJ are open sets (see 4.9),

it follows from 4.18, 4.19, 4.32, that / fr f=fCKJ =fCÎ^JdîièX, and
P=feCF2=fh°.

4.48. Retain the assumptions of 4.47. Since / is a connected subset of

ïQ\g, there exists a g\ in K^(g) which contains / (see 4.6). Since/ is a com-

ponent of gRJCÂj it follows that/= CfgRJCJQ'DCfgl and thus g\ fr/=/fr/
(see Newman [l, IV]). Now/g} reduces to/, which is not empty. If Qfg\ is

empty, it would follow that / and g\ are identical. But this is not possible,

for fT~l(i) is a subset of the closed set A2r-1(3) (see 4.38), while the set

C[g]P~J(3)] contains a point of Q*D (see 4.6). Thus Qfg\ is not empty either.

Since g\ is connected it follows that O^g} fr/=/fr/=/CA^" (see Newman [l,

IV]; 4.47).
4.49. Retain the assumptions of 4.47 and 4.48. It will now be shown that

there exists an element g\ of 2v" such that Cg\f contains a linear segment of

points belonging to 9c2C?9v2D. Let to be any point of fCK$ ^fhigCKJ^iC^
CgA^l1. Since glQi is open (see 4.9) there exists a diagonally oriented open

square s in gA^j1 with center to and diagonal length not exceeding 8o (see 4.21,

4.25). From the fact that s contains points of Â^1 and 4.27 (£) there follows

the existence of a unique element g\ of 2v" such that do is a subset of g\. From.

4.23 (7) and 4.27 (r¡) it follows that i9c2C9fS is a connected set in A22^}1 con-

taining the point to. Thus s9t2C?9c2 is a subset of Cg\f (see 4.27 (X)), and the proof

is complete.

4.50. Under the hypotheses used in 4.47, 4.48, 4.49, it can be shown that

the interior/0 of/is also a connected set. A proof may be made along the lines

of the proof in 4.31, using the general lemma in 4.30.

4.51. Now let Ai be any element of K\. A reasoning analogous to that in

4.48 and 4.49, with obvious simplifications, shows that there always exists an

element g\ of 2£" such that Cg]Ai contains a linear segment of points belonging

to 9ti(J?9c?. Of course, the same result is valid if the subscript 1 be replaced by 2

throughout.

4.52. Choose any sequence of finitely connected oriented polygonal re-
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gions r„ in O such that r„ is a subset of xn+l for every « and the point set sum

of the r„ is 3D (see 2.12). Since F_1(3) is not empty (see 4.1) and 3D contains

a point not in G (see 4.2), there exists a first integer »i such that r„i—denote

it by 9îi—contains a point of T~l(i) and a point not in G. A subscript 1 will

be added to the notations introduced in 4.5, 4.6, 4.9, 4.15, 4.16, 4.42, to denote

sets corresponding to SRi with r, 3, F, 2D fixed as in 4.1 and 4.2. Since 5Ri

contains a point of F-1(3), the sets K°l, FJ}1, X21, Mu are not empty. Now

dtiT-1^) is a subset of StiM0 (see 4.43); consequently m\=m(t-%, StiGïK)

is a positive number (see 1.17). Put ei equal to m\; observe that £1 is a positive

number less than r since "Mi is a nonempty subset of G (see 4.42, 4.5, 4.2).

4.53. Assume $R„-i, e„_i are defined. Since Vïin~i is a closed set in D (see

4.42), there exists a first integer «„ greater than nn-i such that r„n—denote it

by 9îr—contains M„-i in its interior dtn. A subscript « will be added to the

notations introduced in 4.5, 4.6, 4.9, 4.15, 4.16, 4.42, to denote sets corre-

sponding to 5R„ with r, 3, F, 3D, fixed as in 4.1 and 4.2. Assume further that

M„ is so chosen that 5W„_i is a subset of SW„ (see 4.46). Clearly the sets K°nl,

Knl, Kn\ Mn are not empty (see 4.44, 4.45). Since SRnF-1^) is a subset of

VtnM0, (see 4.43), the constant mnn = m(t — 3, ÏÏt„G3tO is a positive number. For

any positive integer j less than w, the set CK^ßtnT~l(i) is a subset of íftíj

(see 4.42) ¡consequently m.n = m(t — 3, CiTfjStnG^j) is a positive number. Put e„

equal to the smallest of the m„ for positive integers j not exceeding ». Then

en is a positive number less than r. The definitions of the 9î„ and the e„ are

completed by induction. Observe that X)«5R» =2Zn5Rn(?9?n-i = &, where $R0 is

defined to be the empty set (see 2.12).

4.54. By the approximation lemma in 2.14, there exists a quasi-polyhedral

transformation F* :z = /*(w), wtEO, such that the distance p(T*, T, dtnGStn~i)

is less than e„ for every n, and F*1^) has no points in "52ndtnG$t„ (see 2.16).

Since the e„ are less than r (see 4.53), it is clear that p(T*, T, D) does not ex-

ceed t. The location of F* '(3) is presently discussed.

4.55. For every positive integer w, the set $R„F^1(3) is contained in !M¡J.

This follows at once from these inequalities (see 4.53, 4.54):

ïïtnT~\i) = ¿^e^-iF^s);
y-i

m(t* - 3, VtiGïïUGnÙ à m(t* - 3. %&RUGm"¿)
^ m(t - 3, %GM°i) - M(h - t, $Rye$-i)

> m) - (j = 0, j = í, ■ ■ • , n.

From 4.42 (S) it now follows that 9inF*1(3) is a subset of H^1.

4.56. For every positive integer «, and every positive integer j for which

j — 1 exceeds n, the set A^RyC^-iF* '(3) is empty. A proof is contained in the

inequalities following (see 4.53, 4.54).
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^ m(t - 3, CJC^QmI) - M(/„ - t, Mj&fi-O
> m¡ — tj è 0.

Consequently (see 4.54) one obtains these relations:

4.57. The set ¿CX-hC^P^Ís) is contained in fttj for every integer ».

This is a consequence of these inequalities (see 4.53, 4.54).

»(«. - 1. ̂ ÄMiCafeß = »(' - I. CK^R^&tC) - M(t* - t, 9c„+1e9c^)
n

> »*n+l — fn+1  è  0.

From 4.55 and 4.56 it follows that 2\jtP* *(?.) must be contained in Ml.

4.58. Let A„ be any element of K%. From 4.16, 4.19, 4.31, 4.54, it follows
easily that A„P¿"1(3) is a subset of the connected interior AjJ of A„. Moreover,

if/„ be any component of hJQt_i = hnClQ_x (see 4.47), it follows that/J; »(3)
is a subset of the connected interior/£ of/„ (see 4.50).

4.59. P* will now be modified. From 4.57 it is clear that 2^?P¿"1(3) is con-

tained in ÍM?, and hence the number N(¿, P*, 2\^î) is finite (see 4.53, 4.54,

2.13). Let K*i denote the class of all elements Ai in K\ which contain points in

P*'(î) (see 4.16); this is obviously a finite class. It is readily seen that

K$T* l(i) is contained in 2^#i (see 4.3, 4.58). In view of 4.31, 4.51, it now fol-

lows that, for each Ai in 2C*i, there is a Jordan region 9c(Ai) possessing the

following properties: (i) 9c(Ai) is simply connected; (ii) AiP*'(3) is contained

in 9c°(Ai) and 9c(Ai) is contained in h+lÇ}1^; (iii) if Ax and hi are two differ-

ent elements of 2v«, then 9t(Ai) has no points in common with either 9c(Ai')

or hi ; (iv) 9t(Ai)(J9c()(Ai) contains no points of P*1(3); (v) there is a point

to(Ai) in IÇfWihî). Denote by Lx the set of points to(Ai) for Ai in JE«; observe

that L\ is a finite set. Let M*\ denote the class of Jordan regions 9c(Ai) for h\

in 2C*i; this is a finite class of mutually exclusive Jordan regions in G (see

4.2). Using 4.9, 4.16, 4.44, the reader will verify the following relations.

(a) I&T-\i) C M°*i C 9K.1 C K# + A^eÄiVs0^!

C Ú + K^&X^l&ti C G&,
(ß) -G c I&H& c ti&ÜOú&ii.

4.60. Define h(w) to be /*(w) for w in Dg?«:*!. For each 9c(Ai) in If*!,

the hypotheses of the corollary in 3.5 are evidently satisfied by 9c(Ai), to(Ai),

P*, 3 (see 4.59) ; thus it is possible to modify ¿*(w) in each 9c(Ai) in a continu-

ous way to obtain a continuous function h(w) having the properties described
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in 3.5. The transformation Ti'.z = ti(w), wG3D, has the following properties:

(a) Clearly Fi is a bounded continuous transformation, (ß) Obviously Fi re-

duces to F* on <DQM%i which contains QK.I- (?) N(h Tu 0=0; to see this,
consider any hi in K\. If hi is not in F*i then it follows from 4.59 (a) that h\

is in GJrt*i and consequently, in view of (ß), N(b, Ti, hi) is zero. If Ai is in FJ*i,

one has the relation iV(3, Ti,hi)=N[i, Ti,hi$t(hi)]+N[i, Tu ¿iC?$R(¿i)]. Since

the only model of 3 under Fi in 3t(hi) is to(hi) in JQ1 (see 4.59 03)), it is clear

that the first term of this sum is zero (see 4.16). Now ¿i(j?$R(Ai) is a subset of

(3SW*i by 4.59 (iii) ; from 4.59 (ii) and (ß) it is clear that the second term

of this sum is also zero. Thus N(%, T\, ¿i) is zero, and (7) holds. (8) N(i, Fi, SRi)

= 0; this may be seen as follows. In view of (7) one has the relation

N(i, Ti, mi) = N(i, Ti, e^ïSRi). But VtiGKJ is a subset of GM*r (see 4.59 (a)) ;
so 4.55 and (ß) imply the desired result. (£) VY(*iTí1(í)=/¿iCT~11(í)

CG^n\l)+K?2GK?iKX%tlG%tiJ&. These relations follow easily from 3.5,
4.59, and (ß). (n) M(h~i, G) g2r; to show this, write G = G(*?tf*i+9tf*i. In

view of 4.2, 4.54, and (ß) it is clear that M(h — 3, GG?rt*i) does not exceed 2t.

Consider any dt(hi) in Af*i; from 3.5 it follows at once that M [h — 3, SR(Ai)]

is less than 2t. Since the elements of Af*i are mutually exclusive, it follows

that M(ti — 3, 5frf*i) does not exceed 2r, and the result is established.

(X) p(Fi, F, 3D)<3r; this may be shown as follows. Write 3D = 3D£?tf*i+?tf*i,

From 4.54 and (ß) it is clear that p(Fi, F, 2D(35frf*i) does not exceed t. On the

other hand, M(h — t, M*i) is not greater than M(h — 3, 9)f*i) + M(/ — 3, iM*i),

which is less than 3t by 4.2, 4.54, and (n).

4.61. Next, assume that finite sets K*n-i, Fn-i, Af*„_i, and a transforma-

tion F„_i have been defined so that the following conditions hold : (a) Fn_!

is a bounded continuous transformation, (ß) Tn-i reduces to Fn_2 on <DQ'M%n-i ;

Fn_i reduces to T¡ on SRy+A^2 for positive integers j less than « — 1 ; Tn-i re-

duces to F* on ©IfcieSiC which contains GKl (t) #(î, 7V_i, ̂ 2_i)=0;
(5) N(i, r_lt 5Rn_1)=o; (f) ^„-^„-.'.(^^cr^wceCi^Hä)
+^eCn-i^-i9fSe9în-i^n-i;_(»?) Mf/^-g, G) rg2r; (f) P(Fn_1( F, 3D) <3r.
Presently FJ*n, Z„, Af*„, Fn will be defined to satisfy these same relations.

4.62. From 4.57 it is clear that ^F*1^) is contained in 5Wj¡, which is a

subset of dtl+i by 4.53. From 4.61 (£) it follows that ^C2F~_11(3) is contained

in KXGKÏ-iTïKÙ+fSeÇÏ-iJÇr-il thus Nfa Tn-i,KX) must be finite (see
2.13). Let K*n denote the class of all components/„ of hnGK%-u where h„

belongs to Kn, which contain a point of Tñlid) (see 4.47); this is obviously

a finite class. It is readily seen that K^T'lid) is contained in f[^„ (see 4.3,

4.47, 4.58). For if to be any point in í^,Tñ\(i) there exists an hn oí K2 con-

taining to; let/n be the component of hnCKj?-i which contains to. In view of

the above relations, it is clear that either to belongs to F* *(g) or to belongs to

.£„-1. H to belongs to T; l(i), then to belongs to h°Jn, or fn, by 4.47, 4.58. If to

belongs to /¿n-i, it follows, because /¿n-i is a subset of yt„, that to belongs to

hGCKS, orfn (see 4.9, 4.47). So it is seen that ^2F~_11(3) is a subset of K^n.
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In view of 4.49, 4.50, it now follows that, for each/„ in 2s:*n, there is a Jordan

region 9c(/„) possessing the following properties : (i) 9c(/„) is simply connected ;

(ii) fnTñ-id) is contained in 9c°(/») and 9c(/„) is contained in fn+KJ^dC+i;

(iii) if/„ and/„' are two different elements of K*n then 9c(/„) has no points in

common with either 9c(/n') or/„'; (iv) 9c(/n)C^°(/n) contains no points of

Tñ-id) ; (v) there is a point to(/„) in Â^"9c°(/„). Denote by Z„ the set of points

to(/n) for/„ in K*„; observe that Ln is a finite set. Let Jf*n denote the class of

Jordan regions 9c(/„) for/n in K*n; this is a finite class of mutually exclusive

Jordan regions in G (see 4.2). Using 4.5, 4.9, 4.16, 4.44, 4.45, the reader will

verify the following relations.

(a) ¡C^id) C M¡n C M*n C K** + É+i&ÙS9c°n+1C9c„

c GicUe^n-ie^n-i;
(/s) .g c ¿O&C c ¿tUrxXadc«..

4.63. Define tn(w) to be ¿n_i(w) for w in D^iftf*,,. For each 9c(/B) in M*B,

the hypotheses of the corollary in 3.5 are evidently satisfied by 9t(/„), to(f»),

P„_i, 3 (see 4.62) ; thus it is possible to modify i„_i(w) in each 9c(/„) in a con-

tinuous way to obtain a continuous function tn(w) having the properties de-

scribed in 3.5. It remains to verify that the transformation Tn:z = tn(w),wÇz'D,

has the properties (a)-(f) of 4.61. (a) Clearly P„ is a bounded continuous

transformation, (ß) That P„ reduces to P„_i on D^ífrí*,, follows from the

definition of P„. From 4.62 (a) it is evident that 9cn-i+A^_i is a subset of

QM%n, so P„ reduces to P„_i on 9cn-i+A^_1. For positive integers/ less than

» — 1, the set 9cy+2\J is a subset of 9c„_i+Á^2_i (see 4.45, 4.52), so P„ reduces

to Pyon 9cy+2^2 by 4.61 (ß). Again, by 4.61 (ß) it is clear that P„ reduces to

P* on OYlt-iCMlr, the fact that this set contains Ç1Q+1 may be verified
by using 4.45, 4.62 (a), and 4.61 (ß). (y) N(i, P„, 2£2) =0; to see this, consider

the relation (see 4.45) 2V(3, P„, KJ) =JV(j, P„, ̂ CAS-O+iVd, P„, l^Li).
From 4.61 (7) and (ß) it is clear that the second term of this sum is zero.

That the first term of this sum is also zero may be shown by a reasoning simi-

lar to that in 4.60 (7). (8) N(i, P„, 9c„) =0. A reasoning similar to that in

4.60 (5) shows that N(i, P„, 9f„) has the same value as N(i, P„_i, QíC^„).

By 4.61 (I) it follows that CO^PT-Vä)is a subset of ^Ä'P^s), which
is empty by 4.55. Thus (5) holds, (f) M^T^d) ^ZnCT^duQQRjTl'd)
+KUiCKZK.nM°n+i&R»>Cn. These relations follow easily from 3.5, 4.61 (ß),
4.62, and (ß). (r¡) M(tn — &, G) ^2t; this may be shown by a reasoning similar

to that in 4.60 (77), using 3.5, 4.61 (77), and (ß). (f) p(T„, T, V) <3r; this fol-
lows by an argument analogous to that in 4.60 (f), using 4.2, 4.61 (f), and

(ß), (y) of this section. Thus the definitions of the K*n, Ln, M*n, Tn, are com-

plete by induction.
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4.64. For each to in 3D there is a first positive integer n such that to is in $R„

(see 4.52, 4.53, 2.12). Define tt(to) to be ¿„(to) for to in 2D. The reader will have

no difficulty in verifying that the transformation Tf\z = tf(w), w^O, has the

following properties (see 4.63): (a) Tf is a bounded continuous transforma-

tion; (ß) Tf is identical with T„ on $R„ for every positive integer n; (y) g has

no models under Tt in 2D—that is, N(\, Tt, <D) =0; (5) p(Tf, T, 2D) does not

exceed 3r.

4.65. The results obtained in this chapter may be summarized as follows.

Theorem. Let G be a bounded domain in the w-plane. Given a bounded con-

tinuous transformation T:z = t(w), mi£0, let g be any point of the z-plane for

which no component of F-1(g) is a continuum. If e be any positive number, there

exists a bounded continuous transformation Tf'.z = tf(w), we®, such that the

distance p(Tf, T, 2D) is less than e, and g has no models under Tf in D.

Thus if no component of F-1(g) is a continuum, the question raised in 1.10

is now answered.

Chapter V. A proof of the theorem

5.1. A proof for the theorem stated in 1.11 is now made. Let 2D be any

bounded domain in the w-plane. Suppose T:z = t(w), wGO, is a bounded con-

tinuous transformation (see 1.2). Assume g is any point of the z-plane and e

is any positive number. It is convenient to consider five cases: (a) If the es-

sential multiplicity K(g, F, 2D) is infinite (see R2 [l, 1.13]), the theorem is ob-

vious—in fact, one has a quasi-polyhedral transformation Tf'.z = tf(w), wG3D,

which not only possesses the properties required in the theorem, but also

enjoys the additional properties described in 2.13 (see 2.14, 2.16). (ß) If the

number of models of g under F in D, Ar(g, F, 3D), is zero (see R2 [l, 1.10]),

the theorem is trivial. (7) If every component of F_1(g) is a continuum (see

3.1), the theorem is a consequence of 3.13. (5) If no component of F_1(g)

is a continuum, the theorem is a consequence of 4.65. (e) There remains only

the case where the essential multiplicity «(g, F, 2D) has a finite value ¿, and

some of the components of F~x(g) are continua, others are not.

5.2. According to the theorem in 3.13, there exists a bounded continuous

transformation Ti\z = ti(w), w>G3D, such that the distance p(Fi, F, D) is less

than e/3, and the set Ffx(g) consists of precisely k isolated points to and the

totality of components of F~](g) which are not continua. Let L denote the

class consisting of the k isolated points to in Fr:(g). Choose a class M oí k

mutually exclusive oriented closed squares s in D with centers to in L, such

that s- Fr'(3) =to. Now pick a class Mi of ¿ oriented closed squares 5 each of

which is concentric with and contained in the interior of the corresponding

square 5 in M. Evidently (see 4.3), 5Wi is a subset of fW, and the sets JitTr^d)

and ftfjFr'Q) both reduce to /¿. Consequently m = m(h — i, SW(*MÎ) is a posi-

tive number.
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5.3. Clearly D(3£ is a bounded domain Di in D (see Newman [l, IV]).

Consider the transformation Tn:z = tn(w)=ti(w), w£Di. Evidently Pu is a

bounded continuous transformation for which no component of Pñ1(3) is a

continuum. From 4.65 it follows that there exists a bounded continuous trans-

formation Pi2:z = ¿i2(w), wGDi, for which the distance p(Ti%, Pu, Di) is less

than either of e/3 or m (see 5.2), and the number of models of 3 under Tu in

£>i, 7V(3, P12, Di), is zero.

5.4. Now consider any s in M and its corresponding ,S in Mi (see 5.2).

Clearly m(h-i, SQS") exceeds M(h-tn, SQS0). Thus z = h(w), w£S, may be
welded to z = /i2(w), we<DiQM°1=cDQM^ (see 5.3) outside of s° with a toler-

ance of e/3 and the exclusion of 3 in the image of sQS° (see 2.11). Denote the

transformation resulting from the application of 2.11 to each s in M, together

with its corresponding 5 in Mi, by Tf.z = tt(w), w£D. The reader will have

no difficulty in verifying that Tf has the properties required in the theorem

in 1.11.
5.5. Since the essential multiplicity «(3, P, D) is a lower semi-continuous

integral-valued function of P (see R2 [l, 2.18]), there exists a positive number

f such that k(i, P*, D) is not less than k for any bounded continuous trans-

formation T*:z = t*(w), w£D, whose distance p(T*, T, G) from P on D is

less than f. If e in 5.1 be less than f, it is clear that each of the k models of 3

under Tt in D must constitute an essential maximal model continuum for 3 un-

der Tf in D (see R2 [l, 1.16, 1.17]).
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